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Why high-contrast imaging of exoplanets?

๏ Separated photons  
—> spectroscopy! 

๏ Works in principle for 
any type of star and 
planetary system

7 years of HR8799 observations



High-contrast imaging today

๏ Current near-infrared HCI instruments:  
massive, young planets, far away from their stars

habitable zone  
(Sun-like star)

mind the 
gap!



Why the mid-infrared?

๏ Lower 
contrast 

๏ Many 
molecular 
signatures 

๏ (lower 
turbulence 
on ground)

mid-IRvisible



Challenges of mid-infrared high-contrast imaging

๏ Angular resolution 
• λ/D ~ 0.3’’ for D = 8 m, λ = 10 µm 

• Sun-Earth @ 10 pc —> 0.1’’ separation 

๏ Thermal background 
• Earth atmosphere 

• telescope, instrument

λ/D



The EU mid-infrared exoplanet imaging roadmap

๏ VLT/NEAR (2019): first test on 8-m telescope 

๏ ELT/METIS (2029): getting serious on a 38-m telescope 

๏ LIFE (2040?): space-borne rocky exoplanet machine



VLT/NEAR 8-m ground based telescope



Rationale for the NEAR project

�� The Messenger 169 – September 2017
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ESO, in collaboration with the Break-
through Initiatives1, is working to modify 
the Very Large Telescope mid-IR imager 
(VISIR) to greatly enhance its ability to 
search for potentially habitable planets 
around both components of the binary 
Alpha Centauri, part of the closest stel-
lar system to the Earth. Much of the 
funding for the NEAR (New Earths in the 
Alpha Cen Region) project is provided 
by the Breakthrough Initiatives, and 
ESO mostly provides staff and observing 
time. The concept combines adaptive 
optics using the deformable secondary 
PLUURU�DW�8QLW�7HOHVFRSH����D�QHZ�DQQX-
lar groove phase mask (AGPM) corona-

graph optimised for the most sensitive 
spectral bandpass in the N-band, and a 
novel internal chopper system for noise 
ĺOWHULQJ�EDVHG�RQ�D�FRQFHSW�IRU�ORQJHU�
wavelengths invented by the microwave 
pioneer Robert Dicke. The NEAR ex per-
iment is relevant to the mid-infrared 
METIS instrument on the Extremely 
Large Telescope, as the knowledge 
gained and proof of concept will be 
transferable.
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NEAR: Low-mass Planets in _ Cen with VISIR
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The NEAR concept

๏ Retrofit an ‘old’ mid-IR camera (VISIR) 
with adaptive optics and a new vortex 
coronagraph 

๏ Optimize the coronagraph for the alpha 
Centauri binary star

6 arcsec
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detection, the result can also be seen as 
good news for the existence of rocky 
planets, which may therefore still exist in 
the habitable zone of _ Centauri in a sta-
ble orbit. There is also a roughly 35% 
chance that an existing planet would 
have been hidden by the star as the 
result of an unfavourable projected orbital 
position during our single-epoch obser-
U@SHNM�(M�@CCHSHNM��SGD�HL@FD�HM�%HFTQDŰ��
shows some straight lines connecting the 
BNQNM@FQ@OGHB�BDMSQD�jDKC�VHSG�SGD�NEE�
axis stellar image to the lower left. These 
streaks appear because of a small per-
sistence in the detector, i.e., the pixels 
remember the stars being dragged over 
the detector during the chopping transi-
SHNM�3GHR�ED@STQD�HR�CHEjBTKS�SN�LNCDK�@MC�
may hide another 5–10% of the possible 
planet orbits. 

Beyond NEAR

Preliminary results of the NEAR commis-
sioning and experiment have triggered 
substantial interest within the community 
in this facility, and also for other astro-
nomical observations. ESO therefore 
issued a call for Science Demonstration 
proposals, which received a lot of atten-
tion and resulted in 26 proposals being 
submitted for NEAR observing time. Two 
periods of Science Demonstration were 
allocated in September and December 
2019 to conduct roughly half of the pro-
posed programmes.

While no planet candidates have been 
found so far, NEAR is already a very 
 successful collaboration between ESO, 
the Breakthrough Initiatives1 and many 
partners in the exoplanet and mid-infrared 
astronomy communities. Several key 
technologies for mid-infrared high-contrast 
imaging were successfully tested on-sky, 
and many important assumptions were 
validated — for example, the scaling of 
the achieved signal-to-noise ratio with the 
square-root of the observing time.

All raw data obtained during the 100-hour 
_ Centauri campaign are publicly available, 
@MC�@�BNMCDMRDC�D@RX�SN�TRD��Ű&A�
package of all the good frames is availa-
ble on request3. The on-sky contrast at 
�Űh/D and the N-band sensitivity are 
unprecedented in ground-based astron-
omy by a large margin — more than one 
order of magnitude. The sensitivity limits 
are well understood and could be 
improved further by a factor 2–2.5, mainly 
by removing the AGPM glow by introduc-
ing a small optical relay incorporating a 
cold pupil stop in front of the AGPM. But 
this is still not the limit for mid-infrared 
observations from the ground. A novel 
lower-noise detector technology is 
emerging, which promises to double the 
sensitivity once more. These next-gener-
ation detectors would allow the VLT to 
probe the rocky planet regime in the hab-
itable zone around _ Centauri. When 
combined with similar instruments at the 
other southern hemisphere 8-metre-class 

telescopes, Gemini South and Magellan, 
true Earth analogues could soon be 
discovered.
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The NEAR experiment being mounted on the 
Cassegrain focus of the VLT’s UT4 (Yepun).

Maire et al. 2020



A 100-hr observing campaign on alpha Centauri!

๏ Candidate companion C1 would have Neptune- to 
Saturn-mass range, and be temperate (~ 1 au)

Wagner et al. 2021



NEAR sensitivity limits

Improvements to mid-IR detector technologies could also lead to
significant improvements.

A secondary goal of NEAR is to explore the habitable zones of α
Centauri. While designed to detect thermal emission from exopla-
nets, our observations could also detect warm exozodiacal dust (e.g.,
refs. 43). Here, we consider whether either such detection is present
in the images. In a relatively clean region of the image, there is one
point-like feature (SNR ~ 3) that is not associated with any known
detector artifacts. We refer to this source as Candidate 1, or C1 (see
Fig. 2). C1 appears with a brightness that would be expected of a
giant planet (R ~ 3–11 R⊕) at ∼1.1 au from α Centauri A and with
an elongation on the order of ~0.1 arcsec–consistent with orbital
motion of a planet in an i ~ 70° orbit throughout the nineteen-day
campaign. Notably, the detection of C1 is repeatable in multiple
independent subsets of the data (see Supplementary Fig. 2), which
makes it unlikely to be a random false positive. Based on pre-
imaging conducted a decade prior to the NEAR campaign, we can
exclude the possibility that C1 is a background source (see ref. 44
and supplementary methods, pre-imaging for background sources).
Therefore, we consider C1 to be a plausible exoplanet and/or exo-
zodiacal disk candidate. While C1 cannot be explained by presently
known systematic artifacts, an independent experiment is necessary
to exclude this third possibility.

RV observations exclude the presence of Msini ≥ 53M⊕
planets within the habitable zone α Centauri A14. Assuming R∝
M0.5545, this limit corresponds to R < 7 R⊕. Among a range of radii
of R ~ 3.3–7 R⊕, the brightness of C1 can be explained with a level
of additional heating sufficient to raise the planet’s temperature
by 5–50% of its radiative equilibrium temperature (assuming A=
0.3). The lower limit is motivated by Neptune’s effective
temperature, which is ~50% higher than its radiative equilibrium
temperature46,47. C1 could also be an exozodiacal disk with ~60
zodis of dust, and with a stellocentric offset of ∼0.3 au to the SW
(see supplementary methods, exozodiacal dust disk modeling). This
would be a relatively large dust mass for a G-type star48, but would
be within precedent (e.g., ε Eridani has ~200 zodis:48). This dust
mass is also consistent with the upper limits from the far-IR

spectrum of α Centauri A ( ≤ 100 zodis,49). In other words, C1 is
not a known systematic artifact, and is consistent with being either a
Neptune-to-Saturn-sized planet or an exozodiacal dust disk.

The habitable zones of α Centauri and other nearby stars could
host multiple rocky planets–some of which may host suitable
conditions for life. With a factor of two improvement in radius
sensitivity (or a factor of four in brightness), habitable-zone
super-Earths could be directly imaged within α Centauri. An
independent experiment (e.g., a second mid-infrared imaging
campaign, as well as RV, astrometry, or reflected light observa-
tions) could also clarify the nature of C1 as an exoplanet, exo-
zodiacal disk, or instrumental artifact. If confirmed as a planet or
disk, C1 would have implications for the presence of other
habitable zone planets. Mid-infrared imaging of the habitable
zones of other nearby stars, such as ε Eridani, ε Indi, and τ Ceti
is also possible. In the next decade, the application of these
techniques with extremely large telescopes (e.g., with ELT/
METIS:7,38,40) will enable sensitive exploration of the habitable
zones of these and other nearby stars.

Methods
Instrumental setup and observing strategy. The VLT Imager and Spectrometer
for the Mid-IR (VISIR:25) was significantly upgraded for the NEAR experiment.
VISIR was coupled with the VLT’s DSM31, which enabled the implementation of AO
without increasing the number of warm optics that would add to the thermal
background. The AO correction resulted in typical Strehl ratios in excess of 97%. The
DSM was used for ∼8 Hz chopping to enable tracking and subtracting the systematic
excess low-frequency noise (ELFN) within the Si:As Aquarius detector, which is a
major limitation to the sensitivity of mid-infrared imaging50,51. Downstream of the
DSM, the central starlight was reduced by an AGPM coronagraph optimized for
performance at mid-infrared wavelengths26,27 and a shaped-pupil mask28–30
designed specifically to limit the spatial extent of the Airy pattern from the off-axis
star. The Lyot stop is manufactured out of chromium directly deposited on the
NEAR spectral filter, which transmits light from 10 to 12.5 μm. This yields a full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of ∼0.28 arcsec, or ∼6 pixels. The observations
were done in a pupil-stabilized mode by keeping the Cassegrain instrument at a fixed
rotation angle. The detector integration time (DIT) was 6ms, of which eight frames
were averaged and two frames were skipped during the chopping transition.
Therefore, each chopping half-cycle equated to 60ms, resulting in a chopping fre-
quency of 8.33 Hz. For the night of 2019 May 24 we used a DIT of 5.5 ms and
normalized the images for this night to account for the difference.

Fig. 5 Completeness to planets of various radii and orbital semi-major axes. (a) and (b) assume AB= 0.3 and internal heating contributing 10% of the
equilibrium temperature, whereas (c) and (d) assume AB= 0.3 and internal heating contributing 50% of the equilibrium temperature. Radius and semi-
major axis were uniformly sampled along with an inclination prior of P(i) ∝ sin i (see supplementary methods, completeness analysis). The dashed lines
correspond to the radii of Neptune, Saturn, and Jupiter (N, S, and J, respectively). Contour units are normalized.

NATURE COMMUNICATIONS | https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-021-21176-6 ARTICLE
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ELT/METIS 38-m ground-based telescope



METIS in a nutshell

๏ One of three first-generation 
instruments for ELT (~2029) 

๏ Imaging at 3 – 19 μm 
• including high-contrast modes 

๏ High resolution (R ~ 100,000) 
integral field spectroscopy  
at 3 – 5 μm 
• also combined with high-contrast  

๏ All observing modes work at the 
diffraction limit of the 38-m ELT 
with an adaptive optics system
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Expected performance at λ = 4 µm

๏ Based on end-to-end model of full instrument + pipeline

young Saturns & mature Jupiters < 10 au

young super-Jupiters > 10 au

10-m class

ELT/METIS

Carlomagno et al. 2020



Expected performance at λ = 11 µm

๏ Earth-like planet around alpha Centauri within reach in 5 hours! 

๏ Expected yield of one ‘small’ planet for six closest Sun-like stars,  
taking into account planet occurrence rate

A&A 653, A8 (2021)

Fig. 5. Heat map of detected planet temperature versus radius, sepa-
rated by band in the SCAO-only case with a 1 h integration per star and
only one epoch observed. The cells give the percentage of planets for
the corresponding band found within the temperature-radius range. The
expected yield per band over the whole survey is also presented. It can
be used in combination with the heat maps to determine the expected
yield per cell.

The second substantial caveat is the Kepler occurrence rates
used. At the time of SAG13, factors of greater than 2 between
di↵erent occurrence rates were seen between studies originating

Fig. 6. Increase in planet yield for ↵ Centauri A with repeat observa-
tions at ideal times for the SCAO-only case. Each bar shows what frac-
tion of the average number of planets generated around ↵ Centauri A
have been observed at least once. This process determines the next best
observation time from the previous one based on increase in yield (see
Table 4).

Table 4. Optimized observation plan for the candidate stars in the N2
band.

Star Observation number Month Yield increase

↵ Cen A 1 – 0.477
Sirius 1 – 0.277
↵ Cen B 1 – 0.263
Sirius 2 3 0.083
Procyon 1 – 0.061
↵ Cen A 2 3 0.050
↵ Cen B 2 3 0.045
Altair 1 – 0.043
Sirius 3 6 0.038
↵ Cen A 3 6 0.027
Procyon 2 2 0.022
↵ Cen B 3 4 0.020
Sirius 4 11 0.018
↵ Cen A 4 9 0.018
↵ Cen B 4 6 0.015
Altair 2 2 0.014
Procyon 3 4 0.010
⌧ Ceti 1 – 0.008
Altair 3 4 0.006
Procyon 4 6 0.005
Altair 4 6 0.002

Notes. The list includes the initial observation (month) and three obser-
vations at later dates based on a maximum increase in yield each date for
the top five stars. Certain stars benefit more from repeat observations, in
part because the benefits of repeat observations are inclination depen-
dent. As the chart shows, observing ⌧ Ceti for the first time provides
very low yield. Summing yield prior to ⌧ Ceti results in an expected
yield of 1.48 planets in the N2 band. This observation plan would take
approximately 34 h to perform in N2 only if we assume 50% e�ciency.

from catalog or data product di↵erences (while factors less than
2 could originate from di↵erent estimation methods or extrap-
olation; see the SAG13 report). As seen in Fig. 1, the highest
yield cells mainly consist of those towards the bottom right of
the occurrence rate table. If any of these were to change by a

A8, page 8 of 10

METIS Science Case E-REP-ETH-MET-1014 0D2 07-03-2019

Figure 3-7: Feasibility study to investigate if METIS can detect an Earth-twin around α Cen A at quadrature. Given
the higher luminosity of the star an Earth twin (i.e., same size and emission spectrum) would be located at ∼1.1
AU around alpha Cen A. Top: The green solid line shows the 5-σ contrast (in the N2 filter) achievable with the
classical vortex coronagraph in a 1h ADI sequence according to simulations with the end-to-end METIS high-contrast
simulator. These simulations assume an ELFN-free Aquarius detector. With the ELFN the 1h detection limit would
correspond to the dashed line and significantly longer integration times are required to achieve sufficient sensitivity
to detect the planet. Bottom: Corresponding simulations (5h observing time; no ELFN) carried out with the METIS
end-to-end high-contrast simulator. In this case, 2 Earth-like (i.e., Earth radius and albedo) were inserted, one at 1.1
AU and one at 0.55 AU. Both planets are detected with an SNR of 6.3 and 10.6, respectively.

Monte Carlo simulations for the nearby stars α Cen A and B, Sirius A and Procyon A. These simulations
are based on the Monte Carlo tool presented in Kammerer & Quanz (2018) which simulates planetary
systems around a given set of target stars based on the statistics for planetary sizes and orbital periods
derived from the Kepler mission. The planets’ are randomly put on circular orbits and also their Bond and
geometric albedo are randomly drawn from an allowed range of possible values. The host star’s luminosity,
the Bond albedo and the star-planet separation determine the planets’ equilibirum temperature. Knowing
the distance to the star and assuming black-body emission for the planets’ SEDs the expected fluxes can be
easily computed and compared with METIS’ expected performance for senstivity and/or contrast. Figure 3-
8 shows that for the selected group of very nearby stars deep imaging with the N2 filter allows for the
detection of small, terrestrial planets in the background-limited regime, which can be reached at separations
smaller than 1 AU in these cases (cf. Figure 3-7). The time it will take to achieve the required sensitivity
will depend on the final choice of the N band detector.
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Leveraging the power of high-resolution IFS

๏ Proxima Centauri b in 
reflected light 
• 1.1 REarth, 0.3 albedo,  

50% illumination, Earth-like 
atmosphere 

๏ High-contrast IFS at 3.8 µm 
• λ/D = 20 mas, just enough for 

Proxima habitable zone 

• 10−7 contrast is challenging 

๏ Based on planet’s molecular 
lines —> direct constraints on 
atmospheric composition

10h simulation
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Quanz et al.: LIFE: I. Improved exoplanet detection yield estimates for a MIR space interferometer

2.1. Stellar target catalog

We use a new LIFE target star catalog that includes main se-
quence single stars and wide separation binaries of spectral types
FGKM out to 20 pc. While the catalog includes a total of 1732
objects, only a subset is considered for the simulations of the
search phase depending on the optimization strategy (see Sec-
tion 2.6 below for details). The catalog and its creation are fur-
ther explained in Appendix A.

2.2. Exoplanet population

In our simulations we generate an artificial population of exo-
planets around the stars in our target catalog and do not con-
sider any known exoplanets. The underlying exoplanet occur-
rence rates as a function of the radius and orbital period fol-
low the results from NASA’s ExoPaG SAG13 (Kopparapu et al.
2018) for FGK stars and Dressing & Charbonneau (2015) for M
stars. This allows for a direct comparison with the results ob-
tained in the context of the HabEx and LUVOIR studies men-
tioned above, which used the same underlying exoplanet popu-
lation. Binary stars with measured (apparent) separations greater
than 50 AU are treated as single stars. For binary systems with
smaller separations the occurrence rates are scaled down by a
factor of 0.3 over the entire period and radius range (cf. Kraus
et al. 2016). We focus our analysis on planets with radii Rp in the
range 0.5 R�  Rp  6 R� for FGK stars and 0.5 R�  Rp  4 R�
for M stars. Orbital periods PP in the range 0.5 d  PP  500 d
and 0.5 d  PP  200 d are considered for FGK and M stars,
respectively. All planets are assumed to have circular orbits and
are assigned a random Bond albedo AB 2 [0, 0.8)3 and a geo-
metric albedo Ag 2 [0, 0.1)4 that is constant over the wavelength
range we consider (cf. Kammerer & Quanz 2018). Both albedos
are uniformly distributed in the considered intervals. The plan-
ets are treated as black-bodies with their whole surface area ra-
diating with an equilibrium temperature (Teq) determined by the
luminosity of their host star, their Bond albedo and their orbital
separation.

2.3. Simulating spacecraft, instrument and noise sources

with LIFEsim

In order to estimate the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of our sim-
ulated exoplanets we have developed the new simulation tool
LIFEsim (Ottiger et al., in prep.). This tool enables us to simulate
the temporally modulated signal that a planetary system would
leave in an observing sequence with a space-based nulling inter-
ferometer (cf. Lay 2005) and further includes the most relevant -
and wavelength dependent - astrophysical noise sources. This is
an important di↵erence to our earlier exoplanet detection yield
estimates, where, instead of explicitly simulating the interfer-
ometer transmission and signal modulation for every simulated
planet, constraints on the inner working angle of the instrument
and sensitivity were used to assess the discovery potential (Kam-
merer & Quanz 2018; Quanz et al. 2018).

In the following, we consider an interferometer consisting of
four collector spacecraft in a so-called X-array configuration that
feed their beams into a fifth beam combiner spacecraft located in
their center (see, Figure 1). The ratio between the long and the

3 For reference, the Bond albedo of Venus and Mercury are ⇡0.8 and
⇡0.1, respectively, bracketing the values for the Solar System planets.
4 These low values are motivated by the mid-infrared wavelength range
we are considering.

Fig. 1. Artist’s impression of the LIFE nulling interferometry mission
consisting of four collector spacecraft in a rectangular array configu-
ration sending light to a beam combiner spacecraft in the center. The
present analysis assumes an X-array configuration with a baseline ratio
of 6:1.

short baseline of the X-array is assumed to be 6:1 for the time
being and a ⇡/2 phase shift is applied between two conjugated
transmission maps (cf. Defrère et al. 2010). The short baselines
of the array are referred to as ‘nulling baselines’ and are respon-
sible for creating the central dark fringe that nulls the host star.
The long baselines are referred to as ‘imaging baselines’ and
are responsible for a higher-frequency modulation of the trans-
mission map perpendicular to the fringe pattern created by the
nulling baselines. The resulting modulation map, the di↵erence
between the two conjugate transmission maps, e↵ectively sup-
presses the signal coming from any centrally symmetric source
(such as smooth exozodiacal light disks) so that only the shot
noise of the source contributes to the SNR of the observations.
The 6:1 baseline ratio has been shown to be more robust against
instability noise compared to a 2:1 baseline ratio (Lay 2006),
but additional trade-o↵ studies are needed to further validate this
choice.

A detailed description of LIFEsimwill be provided in Ottiger
et al. (in prep.), but we refer the reader to Defrère et al. (2010)
for a description of the general nulling and beam combination
scheme and the resulting final modulation map for an X-array
interferometer.

In our simulations we assume that for each new target star the
array is re-configured so that the center of the projected empiri-
cal HZ (eHZ)5 falls within the first transmission maximum of the
nulling baselines at a reference wavelength of 15 µm. However,
we impose a minimum separation between two adjacent collec-
tor spacecraft of at least 10 m and allow for a maximum separa-
tion of 600 m. Initial tests have shown that having the reference
wavelength between 15 and 20 µm results in comparable detec-
tion yields, but that shorter (e.g., 10 µm) or longer (e.g., 25 µm)
reference wavelengths provide lower yield numbers. Keeping the
baseline lengths of the configuration in mind (from a technical
perspective), we decided to use 15 µm as reference for all anal-
yses presented in the following. The aperture diameter D of the
collector spacecraft is a free parameter in our instrument model
and we will discuss the impact of aperture size on the results in
Section 3.2. For the computation of the total photon flux received
by the collector spacecraft we ignore any possible obscuration
from a secondary mirror. The instrument throughput is assumed

5 Unless otherwise noted we use the concept of the spectral type-
dependent eHZ (cf. Kaltenegger 2017) throughout this paper. See Sec-
tion 2.6 for details.
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LIFE concept

๏ Space provides low background & no turbulence 

๏ 30-m telescope in space not possible —> interferometry 
• formation-flying telescopes —> adjustable angular resolution 

• destructive interferences can be used to block starlight 

๏ Mission concept: 2-yr search, 3-yr characterization 

๏ LIFE selected as one of three main themes for L-class 
missions in ESA Voyage 2050 program



LIFE expected yield

๏ About 20 to 50 rocky habitable zone exoplanets  
(mostly around low-mass stars) 

๏ Hundreds of super-Earths / Neptunes

A&A proofs: manuscript no. LIFE_paper_1

Fig. 3. Total exoplanet detection yield from our reference case scenarios simulations (D = 2 m; � = 4� 18.5 µm) in the radius vs. stellar insolation
plane. The plots show the number of expected planet detections per grid cell including the statistical 1-� uncertainty from the Monte Carlo
approach. Left panel: scenario 1, i.e., the search phase is optimized for maximizing the total number of exoplanets. Right panel: scenario 2, i.e.,
the search phase is optimized for maximizing the number of rocky eHZ exoplanets.

Fig. 4. Total exoplanet detection yield from our reference case scenarios simulations (D = 2 m; � = 4 � 18.5 µm) using the planet classification
scheme introduced by Kopparapu et al. (2018) (see, Table 1). For comparison we also plot the number of terrestrial exoplanets within the eHZ as
defined in Section 2.6 as the left-most bar labeled “Rocky HZ”. The bars show the number of expected planet detections including the statistical
1-� uncertainty from the Monte Carlo approach. Left panel: scenario 1, i.e., the search phase is optimized for maximizing the total number of
exoplanets. Right panel: scenario 2, i.e., the search phase is optimized for maximizing the number of rocky eHZ exoplanets.

increased by a factor ⇡1.6 if one optimizes the observing strat-
egy accordingly (scenario 2). For Exo-Earth Candidates (EECs;
see, Table 1) it is even a factor of ⇡2. However, this comes at
a price as the resulting total number of detectable exoplanets is
significantly smaller compared to scenario 1 (⇡350 vs. ⇡550).
Because of their moderate temperatures, rocky exoplanets in the
eHZ are fainter than objects orbiting closer to the star and re-
quire larger amounts of integration time to be detected. While
for scenario 1 the typical observing time per target is between
15 and 35 hours, it is between 50 and 130 hours for scenario 2.

In Figure 5 we show the distribution of detectable exoplan-
ets as a function of the spectral type of their host star. For the
rocky eHZ exoplanets there is a strong preference for M dwarfs.
This is because M dwarfs are, on average, much more numer-
ous and hence there is a larger number of M dwarfs close to the
Sun. In addition, they have a higher occurrence rate of terrestrial

exoplanets (cf. Dressing & Charbonneau 2015). In Figure 6 we
show the distance distribution of the detected exoplanets for both
scenarios. By maximizing the number of rocky eHZ exoplanets
one exclusively observes stars within ⇠10 pc.

Another interesting number to look at is the detection com-
pleteness, i.e., the number of detectable rocky eHZ exoplanets
relative to the total number of such exoplanets that were gener-
ated in our simulations. This is illustrated in Figure 7, which is
based on the results for scenario 2. One can see that depending
on the received stellar insolation (or to a first approximation the
resulting equilibrium temperature) only a certain fraction of the
exoplanets is detected. As indicated above, the main reason is the
required sensitivity rather than the spatial resolution. Still, some
of the simulated exoplanets are indeed at an orbital phase where
they escape a detection with the interferometer. However, it is re-
assuring that �50% completeness is achieved for exoplanets with
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Planet characterization potential

Konrad et al.: LIFE: III. Spectral resolution, wavelength range and sensitivity requirements from Earth-twin retrievals

Fig. 11: Performance comparison between di↵erent retrieval studies. The error bars correspond to the 68% confidence intervals of
the retrieved posterior distributions. The emitted light study from this work for (R = 50, S/N = 10 (green downward triangle) and
R = 35, S/N = 15 (orange upward triangle), 3� 20 µm in the optimized case); the reflected light study by Feng et al. (2018) (R = 70,
S/N = 10 (blue dot), 15 (red square), 0.4 � 1.0 µm).

5.5. Limitations and Future Work

Even though we have achieved our main goal of deriving first-
order quantitative requirements for LIFE, the results have to be
interpreted with care since there are fundamental limitations in-
herent to our approach:

– The input spectra for our retrievals are generated using a 1D
radiative transfer model and a fully mixed atmosphere, which
is a simplification of reality. Additionally, we did not account
for the e↵ect of partial, full, or varying cloud coverage on the
MIR Earth-twin emission spectrum. Retrieval analyses based
on more complex forward models are foreseen in the future
to investigate the e↵ects of these simplifying assumptions.

– We do not retrieve for additional molecules that are not
present in the input spectrum. However, when analyzing
spectra from observations, we do not know what species
are present in the atmosphere. Not retrieving for additional
molecules that are not present might lead to overly confident
estimates for LIFE’s technical requirements. We provide a
first test for the robustness of our results with respect to addi-
tional species in Appendix C and plan further investigations
for future work.

– The input spectrum is static and represents the “average”
emission spectrum of the Earth, but the real emission spec-
trum varies over time (day vs. night and summer vs. winter)
and it also depends on the viewing geometry (pole-on vs.
equator-on) (e.g., Mettler et al. 2020).

– The presence of a moon can have an influence on the inte-
grated thermal emission spectrum of the planet-moon sys-
tem, in particular if the moon is as large as the Earth’s moon
and features dayside temperatures higher than that of the
planet (Robinson 2011). The quantitative impact a moon has
on the retrieval results will be investigated in future work.

– We used petitRADTRANS both to generate the simulated in-
put spectra and as atmospheric forward model for the re-
trieval framework. As demonstrated in Barstow et al. (2020),

retrieving the same input spectrum with di↵erent forward
models can lead to inconsistencies between the retrieved
parameter values due to di↵erences in the forward models.
Similar problems will likely arise when retrieving model pa-
rameters from an experimentally measured spectrum, since
the forward model does not capture the full physics (and/or
chemistry) of the observed atmosphere. Our results could
therefore be overly-optimistic. Estimating the magnitude of
this bias is the subject of future work.

– We added the LIFEsim-noise as uncertainty to the theoret-
ically simulated theoretical flux without randomizing the
value of the individual spectral points. This may lead to over-
optimistic retrieval results, in particular for the small S/N
cases. This is especially true for CH4, whose Earth’s abun-
dance is close to the detection limit of LIFE. A discussion
on the potential impact of this simplification is provided in
Appendix C.

– Currently, LIFEsim only features dominant astrophysical
noise terms (Quanz et al. 2021, Ottiger et al., subm.;). How-
ever, systematic instrumental e↵ects will also impact the ob-
servations, even though, ideally, the instrument will only
contribute to the noise, but not dominate the noise budget.
Still, the required integration times should be considered a
lower limit until the optical, thermal and detector designs of
LIFE have further matured and LIFEsim is updated accord-
ingly.

– Finally, the study of an Earth-twin exoplanet is clearly a
simplification. The known diversity of terrestrial exoplanets
demonstrates that future studies will have to look beyond the
Earth-twin case and consider a wider range of worlds. In or-
der to obtain more rigorous constraints on the requirements
for LIFE, we will perform similar retrieval studies on a vari-
ety of di↵erent exoplanet types.
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Fig. 6: Examples of input spectra used in the grid retrievals for the nominal case (left: the lowest quality input with R = 20, S/N = 5;
right: the highest quality input with R = 100, S/N = 20). In gray, we provide the full resolution petitRADTRANS Earth spectrum.
The red step function represents the wavelength-binning of the input data. Further, the blue shaded region represents the uncertainty
for the corresponding bin. We also mark the absorption features of the considered atmospheric gases.

Fig. 7: Retrieved exoplanet parameters for the di↵erent grid
points for the wavelength range 3 � 20 µm in the nominal case.
Mpl is the mass, Rpl the radius, P0 the surface pressure and T0 the
surface temperature of the exoplanet. The error bars denote the
68% confidence intervals. For Mpl and Rpl, we also plot the as-
sumed prior distributions. For T0 and P0, we assumed flat, broad
priors. The vertical lines mark the true parameter values.

therefore to more absorbing material between the planet surface
and the observer which will lead to deeper absorption features
at constant molecular abundances; the same line in a MIR emis-
sion spectrum would then be produced by a smaller abundance of
the atmospheric species. Hence, in this case the retrieved abun-
dances lie below the true ones. By considering the relative abun-
dances we can reduce these o↵sets (Figure 9 shows the trace
gas posteriors relative to the CO2 posterior for the nominal case,

3 � 20 µm input spectrum). This indicates that the o↵sets share
the same properties for all atmospheric gases, indicating that
they are caused by degeneracies between parameters (pressure-
abundance and gravity-abundance degeneracies). These degen-
eracies are larger in the small S/N and R cases since the con-
straints posed by the input spectrum are smaller. We further ob-
serve that the true values still lie within the posterior range (note
that the plots only show the 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles). If the
degeneracies are asymmetric (e.g. lower surface pressures and
temperatures are easier to exclude than high ones), this would
result in the observed asymmetric positioning of the posterior
distribution around the truth causing the observed o↵sets. The
o↵sets diminish at higher R and S/N because the retrieval input
provides stronger constraints and thus manages to reduce/break
these degenreacies.

For S/N � 10, the relative abundances of H2O, O3 and CH4
(if retrieved) are centred on the true values and the correspond-
ing uncertainties are significantly smaller than for the absolute
abundances ( ±0.5 dex). The reduction in uncertainty is due
to the elimination of the gravity-abundance degeneracy since
this degeneracy a↵ects all retrieved abundances in a compara-
ble manner. Likewise, at S/N = 5, the o↵sets we observed for
the retrieved absolute abundances are strongly diminished when
considering relative abundances. This allows us to find accurate
estimates for the relative abundances of CO2, H2O and O3 de-
spite the inaccurately retrieved absolute abundances.

These findings demonstrate that considering relative abun-
dances can significantly diminish the e↵ects of degeneracies be-
tween trace gas abundances and other atmospheric parameters.
This occurs at the cost of losing information on the absolute
abundances. However, the relative abundances of trace gases can
still contain vital information on planetary conditions and pro-
vide potential biosignatures (see Section 3 and, e.g., Lovelock
1965; Lippincott et al. 1967; Meadows et al. 2018).
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The future is bright … in the mid-IR!


